
Escape Wife 1301 

Chapter 1301 Perhaps There Will Be Some Windfall 

Recalling Jarrod's last words, Nicole sighed. 

"It's a pity that Jarrod lost the baby." 

"It's not a big deal. A sick child would only make everyone suffer. Fortunately, Amelia was only pregnant 

for a short time. If she takes good care of herself, she may have another child in the future. If she gives 

birth to a dead baby, the blow to them will be even greater." 

Men were always sensible when they looked at things. 

Nicole knew that Samuel was right, but she was still a little sad. 

"After all, it's a life." 

"It's just a fetus, so small that there might not be any fetal heart rates. Don't think too much about that. 

Besides, with the hatred between Jarrod and Amelia unsettled, they wouldn't be happy even if they kept 

the baby. Don't worry about it. Let them handle their own business." 

Nicole nodded. 

"Speaking of children, I wonder if Petty has given birth yet. She should be expecting now." 

Nicole did not mention Petty on purpose. It just came to her. 

She looked at Samuel nervously. Seeing that Samuel looked as usual, she was relieved. 

Nicole's cautiousness made Samuel laugh. 

"What? Afraid that I'll be sad?" 

"Yes." 

Nicole nodded. 

She felt bad lately. Gabrielle had given birth to a son. But Tim and Jarrod lost their children. It was just 

depressing. 

How could Samuel not know what she was thinking? 

He gently held her in his arms and whispered, "Zac is awake." 

Nicole was slightly surprised. Knowing Zac's feelings for Petty, Nicole said pitifully, "He must have 

pleaded for Petty, right?" 

"No." 

Samuel's words surprised Nicole again. 

"What?" 

"Actually, Zac even asked for a premature labor. He contacted the doctor to give Petty a cesarean 

section. She gave birth to a boy that weighed nearly four kilograms." 



Samuel said in a low voice. A trace of emotion flashed through his eyes and soon disappeared. 

"A son?" 

Nicole had mixed feelings about it. She was kind of happy about that. But thinking of the relationship 

between Petty and Zac, she couldn't stay happy anymore. 

And judging from Petty's temperament, she might use this child to threaten Zac. 

Samuel seemed to know what Nicole was thinking. He whispered, "Petty is dead." 

"What?" 

Nicole was rather surprised. 

Petty was tough. She had escaped from death for so many times. How could she die of giving birth to a 

child? 

how Samuel had made people treat Petty before they left, Nicole 

she die of blood 

was suffocated by 

received this news, he 

the hatred between the two families and suffered so much. He 

was also shocked. 

happened to the couple that would die for 

best choice for Petty. Later he would tell the child that his mother died of severe postpartum 

hemorrhage. In this way, the child would feel grateful to Petty. Zac begged me to write down Petty's 

name on the Green family's genealogy. For his child, he was willing to give up all the shares the Green 

family 

this, she didn't know what 

was indeed 

put aside the hatred and wasn't provoked by others, she should be the happiest woman right now. She 

would have a 

Nicole once hated Petty. 

Lucas, Nicole wished to tear her into 

Petty was 

she was dead, all 

innocent child, but she 

"Is Zac leaving?" 



wants to go into business with 

not expect 

the Green family, but he wanted to provide his child with a good life. This was the pride of 

also understood that and started to admire 

of him 

will. He will always be 

Nicole agreed with Samuel. 

hugged each other 

short separation, but they didn't know 

like she was nearly out of breath. She pushed Samuel away and said, 

Samuel laughed. 

please. How dare I be 

you say that I'm hard 

out her fingers and went 

a while until they were 

pillowed on Samuel's thigh and felt it was a little 

appeared very suddenly. Now, she had many questions, but she didn't know which 

"Samuel." 

"Yes?" 

is not a traitor, 

of her mother's confidence, 

"No, she isn't." 

Samuel's answer relieved Nicole. 

I say Zoe is 

Zoe stays at 

Zoe was, she was relieved when she 

should we 

"Wait." 

"Wait?" 



wait until Jarrod has completely taken control of Aaron's forces. Then we can take 

and said gently, "It's hard to find a moment of leisure in a busy life. Honey, we haven't made out for a 

long 

flushed because of such blunt 

have something else to do. I'm leaving 

to run away, but Samuel held her waist from behind and took her 

doing? 

"You know?" 

Nicole was stunned. 

of them knew Aaron's whereabouts. How could 

face, Samuel 

Chapter 1302 She Is Not a Good Mother 

"Who's setting off fireworks? So beautiful!" 

The people outside yelled. Sally was slightly stunned and then had a serious face. 

Samuel also heard the sound of fireworks. He quickly left the secret room and frowned when he saw the 

fireworks through the window. 

Samuel thought to himself, 'This should be some kind of signal, right?' 

Samuel was thinking when Nicole woke up. 

"Why would someone set off fireworks tonight?" 

Nicole put on a coat and got out of bed. She was not worried about Samuel standing in front of the 

window. 

Samuel shook his head and whispered, "I'm afraid that the fireworks are a signal for someone." 

"I'll send someone to see who gets out," she said. 

Nicole instantly understood something. 

Samuel did not stop her. He always felt that the fireworks looked familiar, but he just could not 

remember anything. 

When Nicole went out to ask someone to carry out investigations, she saw Sally passing by quickly. 

She wanted to go back and tell Samuel, but Sally walked so fast. If she went back, she would probably 

lose Sally. 

Nicole thought to herself, 'Perhaps someone used fireworks to get in contact with Sally." 



Nicole really didn't want to be suspicious of Sally, but if Morgan could turn her back on them, it was 

highly possible that Sally could also betray them. 

Nicole felt that no one could be trusted now. 

Nicole followed Sally at once, and sent a message to Samuel. She then shared her location with Samuel 

through the mobile phone. 

Then Samuel would know the exact location of Nicole. 

This locator system was installed by Lucas. Nicole could use it now. 

Sally moved swiftly. Even Nicole, an agile woman, almost lost her. 

Nicole was very surprised. She never thought that Sally could be that agile. 

Nicole thought to herself, 'Why would she be chased to the Seapolis City by Morgan and come to me 

and Samuel at the risk of her life?" 

Nicole immediately understood something when that question popped up in her mind. 

Perhaps Sally had been hiding something from them. 

Nicole felt unhappy when she thought about that. She and Sally were related and Sally looked exactly 

like her mother. Nicole was sad as that thought weighted on her. 

Sally was cautious. She slowed down and was afraid that someone followed her. Nicole was alert. 

Otherwise, Sally would have discovered her by now. 

out in a cold sweat and was very 

Even if Morgan had a helper, they were unlikely to do Sally any harm. But when Sally arrived at the 

Seapolis City, Nicole remembered very clearly that she said that she 

about this, 

quickly discovered that 

far from the Harper Town. They could even reach the backyard of the Harper Town, 

'What exactly 

for the 

the answer, but she felt something shattered inside. She felt that she was 

returning home and went through the forest with ease. 

almost exposed herself several times and narrowly escaped Sally's notice. She saw Sally finally stop in 

shelter to hide as the cold wind blew 

and whistled. Then, 

to see the face of that person clearly because of the dim light of 



to herself, 'Maybe that 

could figure it out, she saw Sally kneeling 

dare you come 

person in black said 

Nicole frowned slightly. 

thought to herself, 

'He is not young!' 

the relationship 

is Sally 

and whispered, "My master called 

thought you've forgotten 

suddenly 

out blood. It could be seen that 

Nicole suddenly felt nervous. 

aunt no matter what happened. Nicole felt great pain, as if she 

thought to 

actually called 

Nicole was quite surprised. 

still knelt down respectfully and whispered, "I know I have 

would rather run away from other people all the time than being the respected Ms. Sally. Well, you 

could have helped me get what I wanted, if you had expanded what you had. However, you 

she 

fault. I won't say anything if you want to kill me. I just hope you can allow me to 

really have feelings for him. If it weren't for this man, you wouldn't be willing to follow me and do 

everything 

coldly at Sally. His look was 

Sally was straightforward. 

The person I love the most 

"Bitch!" 

hit Sally so hard that she 



Nicole could feel his 

dare you talk about love? Sally, do you think you are still the same as you were more than 20 years ago? 

At that time, you were all by yourself and were not afraid of anything. 

"No!" 

Sally got very emotional. 

anything. If you don't like him, I could tell him to leave Country F and stay far away from you. He will 

never get in your way. Please don't hurt him. I never thought of 

couldn't help but cry when she thought about 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1303 I Can't Do It 

"No! No! Master, I beg you, don't do this to Zayn. I have given my life to you. Whether you want me to 

live or die, I will do as you like. But Zayn can't. He is innocent. Master, he is innocent!" 

Sally was immediately emotional. 

She climbed to the man's feet again and humbly pulled his trousers to plead. 

Nicole had never seen Sally look so humble. 

At this time, Sally changed, just like a person without dignity. However, she was clearly not such a 

person in others’ impression. 

Nicole was upset and felt a tremendous pressure on her chest. 

The man raised Sally's chin, forcing her to look at him. 

"Innocent? Since he has the blood of the Shaw family in his body, he is not innocent!" 

"Then why didn't you kill me back then? If you had killed me, he wouldn't have been born, and he 

wouldn’t have born any relations with the Shaw family!" 

Sally was suddenly enraged. 

At this moment, she was just a mother. 

In other words, the words "Shaw family" had irritated her, and she could no longer tolerate it. 

She was like a little lion that had been angered, wishing she could bite this man now, or just tear off a 

piece of skin from him. 

The man was excited by Sally's actions. 

"Are you angry? After so many years, do you know why I still can't let you go? Because your expression 

really excites me." 

After saying that, the man directly pushed Sally to the ground and instantly tore her clothes apart. He 

ignored her cries and resistance and harassed Sally without any foreplay. 



"Let go of me! Let go!" 

Sally cried so hard that her voice was hoarse. Her helpless appearance and pained expression deeply 

shocked Nicole. 

This was her aunt! 

Regardless of what Sally did, at this moment, Nicole only knew that she was one of the Shaws, the only 

living daughter of Edwin. 

Nicole wanted to rush over without caring anything else, but she was held back by someone tightly. 

She suddenly turned around and saw Samuel standing behind her, hugging her tightly. 

A trace of unhappiness flashed through his eyes, but he shook his head at Nicole. 

Nicole knew that Samuel was right. 

Right now, there was only one man on the other side, but who knew if there was anyone else 

ambushing her? 

Sally was such a powerful person, but she became so weak in front of him. If she rushed out, she would 

only give herself away. 

helplessly as Sally was bullied by that bastard. Nicole wished to kill 

she definitely wouldn't have known that 

a sharp dagger slowly cutting 

hugged Nicole tightly 

felt bad. Even he felt unpleasant, but he 

be able to return safe and sound. Secondly, Sally was Nicole's elder after all. Sally would probably go 

crazy if she knew that Nicole saw her in 

would not 

suppressed the pain, but 

was filled with warm liquid, and it didn't take long 

ached, but he was helpless. He could only close his eyes. However, the breathing sounds of that man 

and the 

about 

from the beginning was weeping 

body was numb. Only her heart ached so much that she wished she 

he saw her lying there like a dead 

"Get up!" 



irritable and kicked 

glared at him with hatred, but she 

surveillance. Sally could die with him, 

birth to that child, she had carried him for 

relation. She had owed Zayn enough in her life, so she could not risk 

could 

by the man, making it impossible for her to 

other women walked out 

to wash, and then changed 

grateful for Samuel's arrival. If Samuel hadn't pulled her, she would have 

The man 

look at it and 

felt that death was scary, but Sally felt 

the pill, Sally looked at the man and said 

are you seeing him for? Tell him that you are my woman and gave birth to my child? Or tell him that you 

still love him? How do you think he will reply to you? 

were pressed hard against her skin, she did not 

you would let me see 

entire body trembled. She was so helpless 

he dies, I will let you see 

"You bastard!" 

at the 

been lying to 

her that as long as she was married, he would let 

his watch, which she had bought for him 

a child, saying that as long as she did so, he would let Sally 

knew that the chances were slim and that this might still be a trap, Sally still compromised in 

she gave birth to Zayn, she still didn't see 

and didn’t know 



the person who 

hatred, but now she had no other choice. She could only say angrily, "What do you want 

to Country 

Chapter 1304 They Are Father and Son 

Nicole and Samuel fled back to the Harper Town in a sorry state. 

Why was it called flee? 

Because Nicole was agitated, and Samuel was almost discovered by Sally. 

Almost. 

If Samuel made a move a minute later, they might have been discovered. 

To Sally, what happened today was a great humiliation. No one else should know about it, especially 

juniors like Nicole. However, they unintentionally knew so much about it. 

Before Nicole could understand what happened just now, she shivered and felt uncomfortable. When 

she thought of Sally's helpless and wretched expression, she felt a surge of anger. 

When had the Shaws ever been bullied like this? 

That was her aunt! 

Samuel naturally knew how uncomfortable Nicole felt right now. He did not try to persuade her, but 

instead, poured a cup of warm water for Nicole and handed it over. 

"Drink some water and calm down. We need to think about this matter carefully." 

Nicole looked at the familiar figure in front of her with sadness. 

"I didn't expect my aunt to have such a hard time. I thought she was just kidnapped. Later on, she 

became the seventh wife of the Country F King on her own and even gave birth to Zayn. I thought that 

she was lofty and could completely control her own life, but she actually lived such a humble life. No 

wonder she couldn't go home and recognize Edwin. No wonder she had always ignored Zayn, and even 

expelled Zayn from Country F. So it was all because she couldn't help it. In that case, was everything she 

did to William against her will back then?" 

Nicole's tears flowed down her cheeks. 

She was her aunt. 

She was an elegant woman, yet she lived so humbly in a place that only she knew. 

Perhaps only women would understand a woman's sorrow at this moment. 

Nicole felt the same way. 

Samuel sighed and wrapped Nicole in his arms. He whispered, "Everyone has their own difficulties, and I 

think everyone has their own bottom line. Although I don't know what Sally's bottom line is, she 

definitely won't do anything that crosses that bottom line." 



"Bottom line? Does she have a bottom line? She even had to struggle for living with dignity." 

Nicole looked up at Samuel with her watery eyes. Her pained and sad appearance made Samuel's heart 

ache slightly. 

"Yes. William and Zayn are her bottom line." 

Nicole recalled what Sally had done recently. 

For William, Sally had been a puppet for so many years. For Zayn, she knelt down and begged that man. 

It could be seen that they were so important to Sally. 

Seeing that Nicole seemed to have figured it out, Samuel continued to whisper, "Although I don't know 

who that man is, from what happened today, William is definitely still alive. Otherwise, how would he 

control Sally? Even with Zayn in hand, he shouldn't have much chance of winning. Otherwise, Sally 

wouldn't be so heartless." 

Only then did Nicole nod. 

She drank the warm water in her hand and the warmth flowed down her throat into her heart. Only 

then did she feel warm. 

"Who is that man?" 

Nicole's eyes burst with anger and hatred. 

revenge for the humiliation her aunt 

Samuel whispered, "I don't know. We didn't see the face 

she won't say 

asked, Sally would know that they had seen everything 

Samuel was also silent. 

Nicole's mind was racing. 

He can even control Country F. His identity is definitely not 

this, Samuel couldn't help 

seems that he is simply not worth mentioning. On the contrary, Aaron 

"You know something?" 

immediately 

that man has something to do with Country F, then Aaron might also be from there, and he might even 

have an important position in Country 

for a moment, and then an idea came 

"I remember." 

"What?" 



grabbed onto Samuel's arm and said excitedly, "When I saw Aaron, I felt a sense of familiarity. I seemed 

to have seen 

of Jarrod? They are father and 

but Nicole shook her 

even if they are father and son, Jarrod does not look like Aaron at all. Instead, he looks very much like 

Zama. It is understandable that he looks like his mother, but Jarrod really does not look like Aaron at all. 

Samuel, 

this, Samuel was 

"Who?" 

"Zayn!" 

words surprised 

"Who?" 

Samuel was confused, and even she felt strange. But now she thought that they really had too many 

and nose are very 

Nicole said this, her heart sank slightly. She knew what Samuel 

Samuel and whispered, "Do you think Aaron is 

"Impossible!" 

Samuel directly rejected. 

Aaron was in the Harper Town. Unless he had two 

possible that Aaron and the king 

Nicole was getting imaginative. 

"Are you stupid? The genes of twins can be inherited, but neither 

why are 

a low 

"It's not impossible to know 

"You got a plan?" 

you still 

a moment, and she didn't even know 

about Aaron at this time? Why did he 

She only looked at Samuel with a 



stretched out his hand to cover 

woman had no idea how attractive 

"What are you doing?" 

was somewhat dissatisfied and wanted to pull down Samuel's hand, but she found that Samuel hugged 

her from behind and put her 

were in the room, and they were husband and wife. No one saw them, so Nicole let it 

Don’t 

chest and listened to 

down. He whispered, "Phoenix is in Country 

isn't Country F sealed now? The signal is 

Chapter 1305 I Will Support You No Matter What You Do 

Nicole was excited. 

"Is it Phoenix?" 

While Nicole was excited, Samuel was somewhat worried. 

"No, it shouldn't be Phoenix. It takes at least ten minutes or more to investigate. It's impossible for her 

to reply us so soon." 

Hearing Samuel's words, Nicole became worried. 

"Will Phoenix be in danger?" 

Samuel did not say anything and quickly read the message. There were only four letters, "TTYL". 

Phoenix might be in great danger now. 

Perhaps there was an emergency. She had to lose touch with them immediately. 

Samuel was worried about the safety of Phoenix. But now they couldn't use the phone or the computer. 

Although he was anxious, there was nothing he could do. 

He believed that Phoenix would successfully deal with the crisis. As four masters of the Sky Group, she 

wouldn't be easily defeated. 

"What's going on?" 

Nicole asked when she saw that Samuel was anxious. 

Samuel replied softly, "She has to lose touch with us now. There may be an emergency. We don't know 

what's going on in Country F. We can only wait for their message till the lockdown ends." 

Nicole was also worried. 



Trevin was still in Country F. She had no idea about his condition. Also, she wondered what was 

happening between Zayn and Major. 

Nicole thought that the king of Country F was quite smart. He announced a national lockdown to deal 

with the internal affairs. Samuel and Nicole were floored by the lockdown and couldn't interfere. 

Nicole was quite worried about Trevin who had been missing for a long time. 

She wondered if he was exposed. 

She also worried about his safety. 

In the past, Trevin had been safe under Zayn's protection. But after she learnt Sally's situation, she 

became concerned about Zayn. 

Zayn was alone without any support. Nicole wondered if he could keep fighting alone. 

The other princes had supporters from their mothers' families. But Zayn didn't have any support. Nicole 

never expected this. 

She thought that she could be Zayn's support. But she didn't expect that she would be isolated before 

she could arrive Country F. 

A man said that he would let Zayn be the king of Country F if Zayn succeeded. 

Who could give such a promise? 

Could it be the king? 

Something occurred to Nicole. 

King? 

Was that man the king? 

thought of the conversation between that man and 

Sally that she could just be a good wife rather than involving in the mess. Only the king could control 

everything in Country F. 

to give birth to Zayn. It was possible that the king could 

reason for that man to 

Nicole became clear-headed. 

I know the identity 

the king of 

the puzzle. 

"Then why did the king of Country F look for Aaron? Did Country 

Samuel's eyes became sharp. 



they were related, the gold mine of the Harper Town might be coveted by the others. This is not only 

about the Harper Town, but the state-owned resources. This is treason! If Country F provokes such an 

were filled with anger. At this moment, Nicole could learn Samuel's 

and 

Samuel 

no matter what you 

Samuel's hand 

was tenderness from 

will do 

"Alright." 

nodded. The future would be difficult and dangerous. But Samuel was by her side. And they were doing 

it for their country. Nicole 

the loyalty of a person to a 

was passionate and 

realized that she was so close to Samuel's soul at this 

"Let's go find Sally. 

a proper timing for me to show 

Samuel patted Nicole's hand. 

lover and her son were both controlled by others. She was not free and struggling 

Sally's home should be. Even though it was 

for a long 

this, Nicole let go of Samuel and said softly, "Take good care of yourself. I'll visit Sally. I'll be back as 

"Alright." 

Samuel smiled gently. 

left her bedroom. But she hesitated when she was at the door of Sally's 

and how she felt. Nicole couldn't just rush in. What 

and took some biscuits. She came to Sally's room again and knocked 

"Sally, are you asleep?" 

was gentle. Sally answered her with the hoarse 

happened? I'm not 



comfortable after all the things 

disturb her. But she knew that Sally would only feel even more uncomfortable when being 

door again and said, "Sally, I brought some biscuits and tea. I can't sleep either. Samuel is not around. So 

I can 

The door was opened. 

her sadness, Nicole could still learn that she had cried before from her puffy 

strong and arrogant woman could 

sorrow, and 

"Come in." 

and asked her to come 

and closed the 

you have 

out a tea set from the cupboard and handed it to Nicole. She said softly, "I'm going to take a bath. You 

can 

"Alright." 

Nicole nodded. 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1306 Is He Crazy? 

Nicole had always thought that Phoenix would give her timely information, but she did not expect that 

the first person to give her information was actually Sally. 

At the thought of her speculation before, Nicole suppressed the surprise and asked, "What did you get?" 

"I haven't sorted it out yet, but I can tell you about it." 

Sally's voice was deep. She looked at Nicole and spoke. 

"Aaron's real name was Jayden Freeman, and he was the younger brother of Country F's king." 

When she spoke of the king, Nicole noticed that Sally raised her voice. 

It seemed that she had guessed correctly. The man in black was most likely the king. 

But didn't Country F seal its borders? 

Why did the king come here? 

How could he do this to Sally? 

Did he do this to save Aaron? 



His younger brother? 

Aaron was the prince. With such a high status, it was hard for Aaron to impersonate an ordinary person 

for more than thirty years. 

Then he must do this with ulterior motives. 

Nicole quickly thought about these questions. 

However, Sally did not know what Nicole was thinking. She whispered, "I only found out a short while 

ago. Jayden left Country F more than 30 years ago. At that time, the king blacked out the news. 

Afterwards, he said that Jayden had gone abroad to study. Since then, there has been no news of him. 

Few people cared about his whereabouts. As time passed, everyone forgot about him. In addition, the 

king wanted to erase his traces, and even his wife disappeared, so Jayden gradually disappeared. More 

than thirty years had passed. Not many people knew that there was a prince called Jayden. Other than 

the trusted aides of the king, anyone else who knew Jayden was dead. That's why Jayden has been so 

free for so many years. " 

At this point, Sally's throat tickled. She might have caught a cold. 

She tried her best to suppress it, not wanting Nicole to know it. 

In such a cold night, she would catch a cold inevitably since she was tormented by that man. 

That man was a lunatic, so he didn't care if she could withstand it or not. 

Thinking of this, a trace of killing intent flashed through Sally's eyes, but it disappeared in a flash. 

When Nicole heard what Sally said, she was completely shocked. 

Jayden's identity shocked her, but a question quickly ran through her mind. 

"Jayden was once married?" 

"Yes, he was married in country F, but his wife was a mediocre woman. Jayden was a playboy. Back 

then, he had taken a wife to show that he had no interest in the throne. That was why he had hurriedly 

married a poor woman who was an orphan. It's also because of this that the king is very attentive to his 

younger brother, and even feels that he owes him a lot. " 

Sally told Nicole everything she found. 

concealed it somewhat. Originally, she intended to use this as a bargaining chip to see if she could have 

a chance to see William, 

in hell for so many years, yet she still naively hoped that he would treat her with a little bit of sincerity 

after being together for so many years. Just a little bit was enough. However, it 

going to ruin his 

was desperate right now and even wanted 

had enough of this kind of life. Like a walking dead, 

to die this time, Sally felt that it might be her 



thinking, but when she heard Sally say these things 

it clear, but 

Nicole finally gave up. 

find out about this. 

At the same time, I just hope that after you catch Jayden, I can find out where 

words moved Nicole a 

their lifetime, and so did Sally and 

did not know, but her heart was heavy, 

you find out. 

to survive. If it weren't 

of this, Nicole 

family were all infatuated, but they didn't end well. Fortunately, she was 

stay any longer, afraid that she would involuntarily tell Sally 

getting late. Have a rest. Tomorrow, I'll go ask Tim to see 

"Alright." 

not 

in a bad mood. To be honest, she really didn't want to deal with Nicole. If she hadn't prepared the news 

about Jayden in advance, she wouldn't even know if she could hold back her intent 

to kill that man 

something, but she didn't expect that in the eyes of that man, she 

and she almost went 

Nicole out, 

at the closed door, Nicole did not know what Sally would 

back 

down, and the bedroom was especially 

others wouldn't come in. Therefore, Samuel didn't enter the safe room. Instead, he lay on the bed and 

rested. When he heard Nicole come back, he 

"You're back?" 

tell that Nicole was in a 

secret, Nicole had 



paths, and everyone has their own fate. She can only survive 

it, but 

came to Samuel's side and hugged Samuel's arm in her embrace. 

always indulged 

think about it. It's getting late. Why 

head and repeated what 

that Samuel would be surprised, but she didn't expect that Samuel was very calm. Nicole felt a little 

you surprised? Aaron is actually the prince of 

"I already know." 

Phoenix whom 

"Has Phoenix replied?" 

"Yes." 

"I know that Aaron is Jayden, and I also know who Aaron married back 

Chapter 1307 I Can't Wake You Up 

What was it? 

Some ideas seemed to flash through Nicole's mind. But they were too fast to be caught. 

Nicole frowned, which made Samuel distressed. 

"Alright, don't think about them again. Things will eventually sort themselves out. One day, we will know 

everything." 

"But Jayden escaped. Although Amelia has her own way of revenge, I think we can make a breakthrough 

by asking Jayden. So if it is possible, I hope to find Jayden. But I don't know if Amelia will cooperate with 

us or not." 

Nicole sighed. 

Samuel said in a low voice, "I'll talk with Jarrod about it tomorrow morning." 

"Okay." 

Nicole nodded. She suddenly found that Samuel had acknowledged Jarrod as his elder brother. 

It was late at night when Samuel carried Nicole to bed. They fell asleep quickly because they were really 

shocked by what they had heard at night. 

When morning sunshine flooded in through windows, Samuel woke up. 

Under the sunlight, Samuel found Nicole's long eyelashes were so beautiful. 

Samuel gave her a gentle kiss. 



Nicole felt itchy and waved her hand. Then she turned over and fell asleep again. 

Such a childish action amused Samuel. 

At present, the happiest thing of him was to see Nicole's peaceful sleeping face when he woke up every 

morning. As long as he could have this peaceful feeling every day, he'd like to carry everything with him. 

Lifting the blanket, Samuel got out of the bed and tucked Nicole in. Then he left the bedroom. 

It was still a secret that he was back. So when people were still sleeping, he quickly went to the kitchen 

and cooked some food before returning to the bedroom. 

"Good morning, Daddy." 

However, Joseph stopped him the moment he returned to the bedroom. 

Joseph was yawning because he just woke up. He looked at Samuel sleepily and greeted him. 

Samuel touched his head and whispered, "Come in for breakfast." 

"Oh." 

Joseph was stunned for a moment. After seeing the food in Samuel's hand, Joseph felt a little hungry. 

They entered the bedroom. Samuel put the food on the table and said to Joseph, "Did you brush your 

teeth and wash your face?" 

"No yet." 

At this time, Joseph was awake. When he heard Samuel's question, he quickly answered, "I'll go back to 

brush my teeth and wash my face. I'll be back soon." 

"Go." 

Samuel said with a gentle tone. 

Joseph hurriedly ran out. 

Samuel shook his head and softly woke Nicole up. 

"Nicole, time to get up." 

me sleep 

the quilt. Then she rubbed against 

her twisted nightdress. Seeing her slender legs gleaming white under the light, Samuel 

to 

was sexy, but Nicole felt it noisy. She waved her hand and said, "No. I don't 

voice was nasal. It seemed like she was acting spoiled, 

This woman! 

her up. He directly held 



morning kiss with 

eyes, she directly saw Samuel's face. She was speechless for a moment, and was immediately drowned 

by 

passionately. Before they 

"Why?" 

She felt her body 

her complaining eyes. But he still said softly, "Joseph will be back soon for breakfast. Are you sure you 

want to 

Joseph's name sobered Nicole. 

"How can you treat me like 

wake you 

His eyes lit up with joy. Nicole was completely allured by 

But as time 

seduce me. I'll go to wash 

escaped to the 

Seduce her? 

didn't think it was a 

at his erect private part, Samuel couldn't help but sigh. He didn't want to go to the bathroom, for Nicole 

was there. In order 

the bathroom, Samuel had tidied 

getting more and more industrious. You even did the 

at Samuel with 

hugged her waist. Then he said next to Nicole's ear, "It's not bad if 

Her legs were almost weak 

was really good at seducing 

"Stop joking around." 

desire that she had just suppressed 

knew that he would suffer a lot if he continued to 

said softly, "Have breakfast now. I'm going to take 

shower, or 



about his feeling because his temperature was so high. So she 

"Alright." 

Joseph came back 

"Mommy, good morning." 

himself up. Nicole's heart was soft to see this 

sit down and 

Joseph sit down. But 

"What's the matter?" 

a 

hurriedly said, "Daddy hasn't come out yet. I'll wait for Daddy until he comes 

manners that the Green family's children needed to abide 

in the past five years when she 

"Good boy." 

head 

he was astonished to see that Nicole 

Isn't 

for you. Hurry 

Samuel's hair was still dripping 

"Sit down." 

wiped his hair with the towel. Samuel could felt her gentle touch and familiar fragrance, which made 

him contented at 

the chopsticks to 

and have 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 1308 Do Another Paternity Test 

"What can I do? The people here are all your bodyguards now. Everyone knows you. Samuel, stop your 

fuss." 

Nicole knew that Samuel wanted to go out, and he said that only to embarrass her. 

Samuel smiled with tenderness. 

"Alright. I called Jarrod just now. He asked us to go over." 



Nicole nodded. 

She went in to make some preparations, and when she came out, Samuel had disappeared, leaving 

Joseph alone in the room. 

"Where's your daddy?" 

"He went out. Daddy asked you to drive." 

Joseph was very happy today. 

Samuel asked him for the ancient book and read for a while. Then they discussed about bugs. Joseph felt 

that he learned a lot, so he needed to go back to his room to digest it. 

"Mommy, I want to go back to my room now." 

"Alright." 

Nicole did not know why Joseph was so excited, but she thought that it must have something to do with 

Samuel, so she did not take it to heart. 

She tidied up the room and went out. 

The car was parked in the garage. 

Nicole had a look at the distance from the room to the garage. If Samuel went out of the window and 

found a shelter, he would be able to get to the garage without been noticed. 

Nicole couldn't help but sigh when she thought that Samuel was so cautious in his territory. 

Now she didn't know who to believe and who not to. 

Morgan was from the Harper Town, why would she betray it and Samuel? 

Why did she put the Golden Nematode inside Samuel when she was trying to get bugs out? 

None of the doubts could be explained because Morgan had escaped. 

Why did she escape? 

Who was she working for? 

The king of Country F? 

Now that Morgan was alone, but she was willing to betray his neighbors for the sake of the king, did the 

king get some goods on her? 

Nicole couldn't figure them out. 

All these mysteries could only be figured out when Morgan was found. 

she knew William's whereabouts, but 

in Nicole's mind, and 

car door and got on, she 



down when 

lips curled up slightly. Her 

did not mind and nodded with a 

the Harper Town 

and as his son, the takeover was very smooth. However, he understood that once Jayden 

bloodbath after going back from 

underlings were all killed by 

needed to do now was 

destined to be a 

The blood on the ground turned into streams and 

to contact with Jayden. People he 

Even if he was cold and heartless, Jayden could 

to disobey Jarrod since they had their family members. And Jarrod would never 

arrived, the scene had 

her eyes and whispered, "Don't look 

"It's OK." 

but 

Samuel. She didn't know what would happen to her in the future, but before the matter between 

this moment, she could understand 

and other commoners could live a peaceful life. Otherwise, who 

she could be proud of being a soldier's wife, but at this moment, she was really proud, because Samuel 

was a soldier and 

the determination in Nicole's eyes. He held her hand and whispered, 

"Alright." 

Jarrod had known their 

"You're quite early." 

was still like a wild beast from 

was the real 

was the first time Nicole realized 



were relatives, not 

injured, Jarrod was her enemy, and she even wanted to 

"Jarrod." 

face was a 

this thing on women, and he noticed Samuel's care in his eyes. He couldn't help but smile, "I didn't 

expect you to 

"Let's go." 

fault so he 

was weak and she was having a rest. Amelia knew about the bloodbath last night, 

not allow anyone to disturb Amelia, so he 

meeting room was 

serve some food and drinks before he leaned back on 

exhausted this 

in taking over. He had a lot to do next, so he 

whispered, "Feel free to 

things need to be done by myself, even if there are full of difficulties. Because 

determination flashed through 

Samuel's people, but that would be unstable. What he wanted 

Chapter 1309 What Do You Want? 

"But it needs Jayden's hair or blood. And now we have no idea where Jayden is. So..." 

This was what Samuel had come for. 

He knew that Amelia was not very well. But he must bring this up as it was urgent. 

Jarrod also knew it. 

After pondering for a while, he said in a low voice, "Amelia can't do anything given that she is severely 

injured. Jayden is trapped in the formation and can't get out. Amelia won't kill him directly. Instead, she 

will definitely torture him before he is dead because she hates him so much. 

Nicole was shocked. 

Jarrod told her everything, including things Nicole and Samuel had known. He was trying to find an 

outlet. 

Samuel and Nicole listened without saying anything. 

After finished speaking, Jarrod wore a wry smile. 



"He must have no humanity. Why did mother fall for such a bastard?"" 

But Jarrod didn't think so. He never received maternal love from Alice, so for him, she was high-hearted. 

Samuel said nothing bad about Alice. He was not born in an admired family, but he hoped to leave a 

good impression on Jarrod, even if it was his imagination. 

"She would have married him had she not valued the Harper Town more than her feelings." 

Hearing this, Jarrod didn't say anything. 

He was right. 

As the young master of the Harper Town, Alice knew what was right when it came to important things 

even if she loved Jayden so much. This was desirable. 

Nicole did not say anything from beginning to end. Looking at Samuel, she felt perhaps they should have 

a personal talk. So she stood up and said in a low voice, "I'll go and see Amelia." 

"Alright." 

Jarrod didn't stop her this time. 

Nicole went to Amelia's bedroom. 

Jarrod took good care of Amelia. Although Amelia was still weak, she looked much better than before. 

The temperature in the room was high. Maybe Jarrod was afraid that Amelia would catch a cold, so he 

turned it up. 

Nicole came to Amelia's bed. She thought that Amelia was asleep, but suddenly Amelia opened her 

eyes. Seeing it was Nicole, she became relaxed. 

you 

lively. Nicole could tell that she 

smiled and sat down, but Amelia was somewhat embarrassed, "I'm sick. I don't 

"I'm not that delicate." 

smiled faintly with a 

only women could understand 

also lost her 

it? It must be heart-wrenching. I can't stand it anymore after suffering from it only once. 

she was 

she was when she lost her child. She said it was OK even in front of Jarrod. But that was because she did 

not dare to say her 

could not give birth to a child for Jarrod, or she couldn't face her family members 



She had to endure such pain and 

Amelia better 

held Amelia's hand gently and said, 

"What?" 

about the outside world because of her personality, the poison, and 

do you mean? Tell 

make Amelia more anxious than knowing that the person she loved was not her 

but she was afraid of hearing 

Nicole knew what Amelia was 

told Amelia everything, including Jarrod's hope to do the paternity test 

for a moment. Then she 

burst into laughter. Then she started 

suppressed herself 

sound of 

at Nicole, he was obviously 

grabbed Jarrod, crying and laughing at the same time, as if she was 

matter what you hear, please calm down. 

he could finish speaking, Amelia 

without caring about anything as if she was 

out of 

They ... We are still 

normal to kiss in the streets. 

his wife was shocked, Samuel found she 

it is indeed 

that Samuel was smiling. Before Nicole could react, he held her face 

you want to imitate 

As he got closer, Nicole 

What was going on? 

been together for a long time. But why was she acting 



"Stop it." 

Chapter 1310 She Smiles Heartily 

"Isn't Amelia well enough to do that now?" 

Nicole was a little surprised. 

Jarrod smiled and said, "It's to repay you for your kindness to get her out of the mental dilemma. I will 

carry her in my arms later and ensure she's free from the wind. After all, she's the one who desires to 

know about the result of the paternity test more than anyone else." 

It was true. 

Amelia loved Jarrod for so many years and suffered years of torments of love and hatred. Besides, she 

even miscarried several times in succession for the deep-rooted hatred. So she really wanted to know 

the result. 

Seeing that Jarrod had made up his mind, Samuel nodded and said, "Alright, then you can prepare for 

that. I'm going out for a walk with Nicole." 

"Don't go too far in case of any danger. I still haven't had some remaining forces submitted to me." 

Jarrod wasn't absolutely powerful. Although he was Jayden's son, Jayden only gave him little power. 

After Jayden disappeared, he did control some forces temporarily by force. But in such a short time, he 

couldn't submit those forces that had been loyal to Jayden for years. 

Samuel naturally knew it. 

The two men exchanged a tacit nod and then Samuel took Nicole out of the room. 

The mess was almost cleaned up outside, and there was no longer any smell of blood. However, 

something suppressed beneath the calm would still surge through them from time to time. 

Although Nicole did not like this place very much, she could not go out now. She found a small reservoir 

behind the house after observation. Then she tugged at Samuel's sleeve and said, "Let's sit over there." 

"Alright." 

Samuel knew Nicole's thoughts, so he held her hand and walked over. 

It was quiet here. Water in the reservoir was very clear and the fish inside were swimming in a lively 

way. 

Nicole couldn't help but laugh and say, "Jayden is quite good at enjoying life, even keeping fish here." 

But Samuel frowned slightly. 

"The fish are not for food. They are electric fish." 

"Electric fish?" 

Nicole was a little surprised. 



Samuel was somewhat serious, and whispered, "These fish are all electrical. Only one won't pose harm. 

But with so many of them in the reservoir, it will form great electrical current and electrocute one to 

death once someone falls into it." 

Nicole was stunned for a moment. 

Water conducted electricity well, coupled with the electrical current of these fish. If one fell into it... 

Nicole shivered at the thought of it. 

"Let's leave here." 

Regardless of why Nicole wanted to come here just now, Samuel only felt danger at this moment. 

Nicole did not stay anymore. She followed Samuel and left. Out of curiosity, she turned and glanced at 

the fish in the reservoir again. Then she frowned slightly. 

Suddenly, a figure in black flashed so fast that Nicole couldn't see the face clearly. 

"Someone is here." 

Nicole paused. Then Samuel immediately pulled her into his arms and whispered, "No matter who it is, 

we should leave here right now." 

walked out of this place 

Nevertheless, it was late. 

of him and then he smelt something sweet before 

"Hold your breath, Nicole." 

reminded Nicole, but he inhaled some powder and instantly felt 

protection. Seeing Samuel's reaction, she hurriedly opened the bottle 

a bottle of water with her before going out. But 

awakened by 

to Nicole, "Go back to ask Jarrod for 

"What about you?" 

worried 

staring at where the figure in black disappeared and said, "I will 

with me. It's too 

did not agree and pulled Samuel away, 

staying here. But he eventually couldn't bear to when 

hand and walked out, 

grass which was the same height as a person, so it wasn't hard 



mind and then brought Nicole back 

them return, Jarrod smiled and said, "Have 

have inhaled some kind 

an anxious tone, which made Jarrod 

"What happened to you?" 

around 

words, Jarrod 

you go to 

intended to sit there for a while. But I didn't expect we 

not hide 

hurriedly called 

people unconscious temporarily. It wouldn't do 

was thrown into the reservoir, 

the thought 

for 

with the spice, so he could only 

he smiled and said, 

just now, you would 

angry at the very thought of Samuel's insisting on staying 

hurriedly said, "I just thought I 

think. Samuel, if you dare to run 

end, Nicole still couldn't say hard things 

intended to say something, but he watched such a public display of affection. He 

"Hey, I'm still here." 

and whispered, 

serious when it came to 

they are disobedient. Once someone made a mistake, he would be thrown into it to be electrocuted. 

Then the corpse would be thrown at the back mountain to feed the dogs. 

Nicole was stunned. 



but she found she could never imagine Jayden 

she found her 

formation by Amelia. Otherwise he would do 

slightly and seemed to be 

we going to see 

it will take you some time to recover. We have been waiting for a long time, so it 

to twenty minutes to recover 

did not 

thinking about the figure in black and asked 


